world, the protagonist comforts his friend as their surroundings literally crumble around them: 'I'm glad to be with you Samwise Gamgee, here at the end of all things'. This moment might be seen to stand among many other moments, in various media, where crisis and culture intersect. There is an undeniable (perhaps fetishistic) fascination with the idea that all that is will one day be no more; that some catastrophe-human--made or 'natural' (though we can never truly conceive of it this way)-will wipe us, so the strange saying goes, 'from the face of the Earth'.
From the pervasive and ever--increasing interest in post--apocalyptic themes Rightly taking care to note that the phenomenon of culturally mediated crises and insecurity(s) is by no means new, Lewis argues that this is nonetheless exacerbated through the hyper--mediated, digitally saturated present: 'knowledge systems and their respective concordia of meanings are themselves shaped and amplified through a media--dominated culture-a mediasphere which articulates human consciousness and the ways in which the world appears to us as "real"'. (2) The widespread perception of the attacks on the World Trade Centre and the Pentagon on September 11 as something 'surreal' is one case in point among many.
Taking a broad approach to examining contemporary media culture, Lewis points out that the intensity with which narratives of crisis maintain their hold on the collective consciousness has grown even stronger in the context(s) of the millennium bug, climate change, bird and Swine flu, the global financial crisis, a looming worldwide food crisis, and the general unpredictability of a post--9/11 world.
In the book's introduction and initial chapter, Lewis maps out the historical precedents of, and pre--requisites for, the 'contemporary crisis consciousness'. In an important contribution to the already substantial literature on the theme of Media and Everyday Life (2011) , and is currently researching in the areas of digital children's television culture, new media and surveillance, and Holocaust film.
-NOTES
